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EUROPEAN EXPERIENCE CENTER OF COMING OF AGE NOVEL
Megan Karasch Celebrates Release of Second Novel, “Chaperones” This Summer
LONG BEACH, Calif. – April 25, 2013 – Take a trip to England this summer with chick lit writer
Megan Karasch’s newest book “Chaperones” – no passport required.
Harking back to her own time spent living in the U.K., Karasch’s “Chaperones” (June 11, 2013) is an
adventure comedy about a young woman from a home ruled by overprotective, meddlesome parents.
Andrea Lieberman never thought she would get a chance to escape the confines of her suburban Los
Angeles town, but at 26, she is ready to spread her wings and finally experience life to the fullest, even
though that means conquering her biggest fears and overcoming her deepest insecurities.
Without missing a beat, Andrea accepts a photography job at a magazine in England. But before she
can leave, Andrea has to break the news to her boyfriend who happens to have a surprise of his own: a
marriage proposal that Andrea lets linger as she travels abroad.
Now 5,000 miles away from home, Andrea is disoriented and feeling out of place among the
magazine’s staff. That’s until she is assigned to a pair of traveling companions, a copywriter and an art
director who challenge Andrea to step outside of her comfort zone. “Chaperones” chronicles Andrea’s
trek across England, chasing a photography assignment, navigating Europe’s cultural melting pot,
clearing personal hurdles and learning from her own mistakes, no matter how silly they may seem.
“Chaperones” is a seamless summertime read that echoes some of Karasch’s own adventures studying
abroad in Europe during her third year of college. Capturing England’s geography and historic sites to
the country’s cuisine and vernacular, Karasch’s book is entertaining, sincere and thought provoking.
Karasch’s release of “Chaperones” is fresh off the heels of her debut novel, “Tales From My Hard
Drive,” which The Chick Lit Club calls “addicting” and January Magazine raves is “fun, fresh and
absolutely current!” A former Los Angeles music reporter, Karasch lives in Long Beach.
###
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Biography of Author Megan Karasch
Megan Karasch entertained readers with her debut
“RomCom” novel in 2011 titled “Tales From My
Hard Drive.” She follows with an adventure comedy,
“Chaperones,” in summer 2013, inspired from her
own European adventures as a college student.
A San Fernando Valley native, Karasch studied at the
University of California, Santa Barbara, and
Pepperdine University School of Law. During
college, she spent an entire year soaking up European
culture in Lancaster, England. Her experiences living
abroad struck a chord that reverberates to this day in
her writing. After graduating, Karasch lived in Santa
Monica and then the Miracle Mile in Los Angeles.
Karasch is a lawyer and an aspiring television
comedy writer. For two years, she wrote pieces on
music and a mix of special interest articles for the
former e-zine LA2Day.com, and her guest column on dating was featured on JDate.com.
Karasch lives with her boyfriend in Long Beach, Calif. She is looking forward to one
day moving back to the Los Angeles area where she is a drummer in an indie rock band.
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Critical Acclaim for Megan Karasch’s Writing
J.D. Shapiro, writer; Robin Hood: Men In Tights said "I’m not a big fan of the chickflick or the chicklit, so when my
girlfriend said she loved it, I decided to give it only a few pages. Before I knew it, ‘a few pages’ turned into ‘the end.’ It’s a
great read and a lot of fun and I think it would make a great film."
The Chick Lit Bee finds "Tales From My Hard Drive" as "hilarious and addicting and sheds light on how online dating has
its ups and its (way) downs."
Amanda from Books to Remember says "'Tales From My Hard Drive' is surely the funniest, wittiest romance story I have
read in my life!"
January Magazine describes "Tales From My Hard Drive" as "fun, fresh and absolutely current!"
FrothyGirlz.com reviews "Tales From My Hard Drive" and says "Ms. Karasch nails what it’s like to date online; the
uncertainty of whom you might find while wading through the pool of hundreds of online profiles that all look and read the
same. Her dating columns are the best part of the book if you ask me; funny, heart-breaking, realistic and a little too close to
home."
WriteMeg.com calls "Tales From My Hard Drive" a "funny, erudite and quick read that will appeal to women shuffling
through the dating game and those who have sought love through channels like eHarmony and OkCupid."
ChicklitClub.com reviews "Tales From My Hard Drive" and calls it a "hilarious tale about internet dating and how absurd
men can be on first dates!"
Trashionista reviews "Tales From My Hard Drive" and says"... it's a brilliant read. [Megan] is a fantastic writer and I was
hooked from the start."
Fresh Fiction reviews "Tales From My Hard Drive" and calls it "a promising debut novel that will have you laughing out
loud."

What Readers Are Saying…
On Amazon.com:

"The author hit the nail on the head and did justice to the trials and tribulations of finding 'the one.' Read it, relax and enjoy!"
"Megan Karasch is a bright, witty, gifted writer who charmed me from the first page of this excellent book."
"The only disappointment was that I finished it so soon, I didn't want it to end."
"This book is a must-read for anyone who has ever braved the world of online dating!"
"Karasch's novel is filled with laugh out loud situations, very clever phrases, and entertaining characters."
"It is wildly funny yet deeply insightful and ultimately powerfully entertaining."
On GoodReads.com:
"This book hit close to home... Every woman who's ever struggled with relationships (and who hasn't) should read this book
and find consolation in its pages."

"A very witty & fresh take on age old themes of heartbreak & a mid-life crisis and the 21st Century phenom of internet dating."
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Book Details

Paperback, $7.50; eBook, $2.99
ISBN: 9781484094457
Fiction
June 11, 2013

For Andrea Lieberman, life began at 26. Growing up with parents so protective they made a convent
seem like a Sandal’s resort. She developed a catalog of phobias so large, even going into a church
seemed like risky business. Finally, Andrea had had enough; she wanted to live rather than fear dying.
Without hesitation, she accepts a photography assignment for a magazine traveling through England
and packs up her camera, her pepper spray and every insecurity she accumulated since birth. Excited
but petrified to reveal the news to her boyfriend, he intercepts with news of his own – a marriage
proposal, leaving the lingering question of their impending nuptials as she travels abroad.
Upon touching down in England, Andrea flops around like a fish out of water. The magazine’s staff –
the idiot, the slut and the mute – offer little comfort outside of a pint of beer until she’s assigned two
blokes as travel companions – a tight-arsed copywriter and a drop-dead gorgeous art director with
movie star charm. These two men help Andrea push herself beyond her comfort zone while testing the
limits of her fortitude and her relationship with her boyfriend. The photographic journey becomes a
comedy of errors thanks to unforeseen obstacles at every turn. As Andrea struggles to complete the
assignment, she discovers the most revealing picture she develops will be of herself.
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Q&A with “Chaperones” author Megan Karasch
You lived abroad in England during your third year of college. Why do you think that experience had
such a lasting impact on your life and your writing?
I met so many interesting people, all of a different culture than my own and went to incredible places so
vastly different than anywhere I’d ever been. In addition, I went there completely by myself, leaving my whole
support system at home – 5,000 miles away. I have a very close family and close friends, and to be far away
from all of them for nine months in a place so unbelievably unfamiliar was an eye opening and challenging
experience, and one I thought would lend itself nicely to the basis of a novel.
So is the main character, Andrea Lieberman, based on you? And what about the other characters? Are
they based on the people you met while living in England?
Andrea and I definitely have some overlapping qualities. Being somewhat of an anxious person myself, I
share many of the same fears and insecurities she does. Like Andrea, however, I learned over time to throw
myself into situations that will help alleviate those fears or ignore them in some way. I am certain that people
who know me well will read me into the novel at times, but it certainly is not an autobiography.
I did have several people I met in England in mind when I wrote Harold, Rob and the magazine staff.
Therefore, in some ways they were inspired by people I met while abroad, however, I can’t pinpoint to one character
being based on one specific person. Their traits are not necessarily unique to the British (dialogue aside) but I found it
helpful to base them on British people to make them as authentic as I could. Andrea’s parents are, thankfully, not
based on my own, but I’m afraid my parents didn’t react strongly enough to Andrea’s parents’ lunacy!
Did any of the scenarios featured in your book actually happen to you?
Not really. I did experience the pub culture and a lot of the same humiliations Andrea did trying to mesh in
an unfamiliar country, but certainly none of the situations involving her photo shoots happened to me (and I’m
thankful for it). My first book was closer to home, as many of the dates the main character went on were based on
true events, unfortunately. My experience abroad was mostly similar to Andrea’s in emotional and psychological
ways – from the wonder and excitement to the sporadic fear and loneliness – not in the physical scenarios.
Tell us a little about the messaging within “Chaperones,” which seems to be about overcoming the
challenge of breaking outside your comfort zone, and the rewards that follow.
I love heroes and heroines who initially say “why me?” and end up saying “why not me?” We are all
scared of something, no matter how smart, funny, witty and capable we are. But I like to think we can
accomplish anything once we push ourselves to overcome whatever is holding us back.
The ability to force oneself beyond one’s own comfort zone and learn something while doing so is, in
itself, a form of success. Andrea’s trip to England is far from perfect, but the lessons she takes from it, the
growth she experiences and her professional success while abroad make it a successful trip.
Your characters find humor in any situation, adding nice color to your novel. How do you write funny?
I just imagine/create situations I find amusing and that lend themselves to action and dialogue that make me
laugh; then I write them and hope my readers feel the same. When a situation can be viewed as both funny and sad, I
try to emphasize the comedic aspects or lunacy of it for entertainment purposes, without trivializing something
important. I much prefer silly and witty to solemn, and I assume when people read what I write they feel the same.
As an aspiring television comedy writer, who would you have play the main characters in “Chaperones” if
it were turned into a series?
Andrea would be played by someone like Kaley Cuoco (The Big Bang Theory). I would need to explore
a list of British comedy actors for Harold and Rob, but in a dream world, Rob would be played by someone like
Eddie Redmayne (Les Miserables) or Jamie Bell (Billy Elliot), and Harold by Henry Cavill (Superman) or Tom
Hardy (Inception). I could see Lisa Kudrow (Friends) or Ana Gasteyer (SNL) playing Andrea’s mom, and Ray
Romano (Everybody Loves Raymond) or John C. McGinley (Scrubs) for Andrea’s dad.
Are you working on any other books?
Yes. I have started working on my third novel. It’s another RomCom tentatively titled “Resolutions.”
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